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Installation Instructions 7-13-21

Model 2020+RT-DHRN

Dual HORNS FOR ALL 2020+RT MODELS

Steps needed to install your Dual Horns.

Note: if you feel you are not qualified to add these horns see your local dealer.

1.- Open the front hood to access the trunk. Unzip the back side of the trunk liner to access the
battery. Then remove the battery cover.

2.- Remove the access panel under the RT allowing access to the horn location. There will be Push
Pins to remove.

3.- Next take the supplied wiring harness with the relay end and locate it as shown at the battery
location. Connect the ground and connect the positive Red wire at the end once the horns are
installed.
The other end of the harness run it down the left side of the battery to the horn location. You will see
an opening; you may need a light to see that location.

4.- Remove the existing horn. Disconnect the power wires and remove the horn. Next take the two new
horns bracket to bracket as shown below and use the new bolt and spacer with the factory nut from
the original bolt and bolt them to the existing horn mount using the spacer between the horns.
Position the horns as shown below. Take the yellow ends of the wire and connect them to either ends
of the existing horn power wires.
Clip of these side tabs to allow the Factory plug to fit the yellow horn plugs.

Make sure the center spade on the yellow connectors is straight in the yellow housing to allow it to
connect to the existing horn plugs. The existing horn wire now controls the relay only that powers the
new horns. Then take the pair of red/black horn wires and plug them in to each or making sure
negative is negative and positive is on positive.

6.- Got back to the battery location and connect the red power wire to the battery. Then test your
horns. Beware that when these horns blast the sound is much louder than the factory.
If all works, take the wires ties and tie up any loose ends of wires and then reinstall the lower plastic
cover. Then zip backup the trunk liner and your horns are installed

We thank you for purchasing our 2020+ RT Dual Horn Kit. Today we know the needs for accessories that provide
a higher level of comfort while riding and we have solved that demand with a stylish system that compliments the
design of your Spyder®!
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